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The Rotation and Interior Structure Experiment

• RISE is together with SEIS and HP3 one of the main instruments of the InSight mission


• RISE: determine the rotation of Mars 


• precession


• measure the nutation of the spin axes to detect and quantify the effect of the liquid core


• measure the rotation rate of Mars on a seasonal timescales to constrain the atmospheric angular momentum 
budget



• Mars: 2 medium gain antennas (east and west) and a X-band radio transponder 
placed on the InSight platform


• Earth: Deep Space Network tracking stations (USA, Australia, Spain)


• mesure 2-way Doppler shifts at DSN stations of a radio signal sent from the DSN to 
the InSight lander and coherently retransmitted back to the DSN

RISE setup



• the measured Doppler shift is proportional to the rate of change of 
distance between the DSN station and the lander  (approx.:)ρ

Doppler shifts and lander positioning in space
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fluctuations in the Martian troposphere is well below the noise due to Earth water vapor fluc-
tuations. The Martian ionosphere causes a signature in the Doppler data approximately five
times lower than the signature from the Martian troposphere (Lillis et al. 2010). This is near
the limit of the Doppler noise and may need to be calibrated with a model (Chapman 1931;
Bergeot et al. 2016). Other noise sources are also below the fluctuations from water vapor
including fluctuations in the DSN clock frequency, thermal noise in the measurements of ra-
dio signal carrier phase at the DSN station and in the SDST due to the finite signal-to-noise
ratio and noise in the phase-locked loop in the transponder.

The measured Doppler shift is proportional to the rate of change of distance ! between
the tracking station and the InSight lander. An approximate description of the Doppler signal
is given by (Yoder and Standish 1997):
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where !EM is the distance from the center of Earth to the center of Mars, !DSN is the fraction
of distance from the DSN tracking station to the center of Earth parallel to the Earth-Mars
direction, Rz is the distance of the lander from the Martian equatorial plane; Rs is the dis-
tance from the lander to the Martian spin axis, $ is the angle of rotation of Mars about its
spin axis, % is the longitude of the lander, and &E and #E are the right ascension and decli-
nation of Earth as viewed from Mars, where declination is the angle from the Martian mean
equatorial plane and right ascension is the angle in the Martian equatorial plane measured
from where the Sun crosses above the plane (Martian vernal equinox). The Earth-Mars dis-
tance is accurately known from radio range measurements to spacecraft in orbit about Mars.
The positions of DSN tracking stations are accurately known from Very Long Baseline In-
terferometry (VLBI) measurements of quasars. The largest signal due to the rotation of Mars
comes from the last term in Eq. (5) since $ changes 360" per Martian day and has a phase
related to the longitude of the lander. Thus two components of the lander position, the lon-
gitude and the distance from the spin axis, can be fairly accurately determined from the first
tracking pass. The sensitivity to the direction of the Martian spin axis, and hence to preces-
sion and nutation, comes from the changes induced on the right ascension and declination of
Earth that affect the magnitude and phase of the diurnal signature of the last term of Eq. (5).
This signature is reduced when the Earth declination is close to zero (Yseboodt et al. 2017)
because the Martian rotation axis is then perpendicular to the Line-of-Sight (LOS). Since
the Doppler observable is, to the first order, the projection of the velocity on the LOS, a mo-
tion of the spin axis in space at that time results in a negligible contribution in the Doppler
signal.

A more detailed Mars rotation model and the list of Mars Orientation Parameters (MOP)
are given in Konopliv et al. (2006). The maximum values of the model amplitudes in terms
of equivalent displacement on the Martian surface and in the Doppler observable for the
InSight science operations period are given in Table 2. The liquid core signatures given in
Table 2 are computed assuming an FCN period of 240 days. If the actual FCN period of
Mars is closer to a resonant period (for example closer to the ter-annual period of 229 days),
the liquid core signature will be larger than the values computed here, while if the FCN
period is farther from the resonant periods, the liquid core signature will be smaller. The
polar motion signature for InSight is always small (smaller than 0.006 mm/s) because the
lander is close to the equator.

Figure 3 shows different quantities related to the geometrical configuration during the
InSight mission: the distance between Earth and Mars and the Sun-Earth-Probe (SEP) angle
(upper graph) and the declination #E of Earth as seen from Mars (lower graph). After the

• know: DSN-Mars distance


• infer: lander position, rotation angle, declination, right ascension 
⇒ precession rate and nutation determined from declination and right 
ascension 
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Tracking

• Earth seen in the morning with the eastward antenna and with the westward in the the afternoon 
(elevation 10º to 50º)


• first Martian year days: 5-7 trackings each week (60min) later reduced to 1-3 (30min)


• collected 25 0000 Doppler data points over 915 days
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Precession and nutation
• the gravitational torque exerted by the Sun on 

the flattened rotating Mars causes a precession 
of the rotation axis in space (~171000 years) 
⇒ precession rate ~ to the polar moment of 
inertia


• torque variations due to the relative positions 
between the Sun and Mars lead to periodic 
motions of the rotation axis, the nutations (1/
(1,2,3,4..) year) 
⇒ lander position changes by about 10m on 
the surface



Nutation: interior structure
• if a planet were rigid then nutation amplitudes can be predicted very precisely from its moment of 

inertia and from the tidal potential (well known forcing periods)


• nutation amplitudes depend on the interior structure of Mars and in particular on the liquid core


• the relative rotation between the fluid core and solid mantle is characterised by a rotational normal 
mode, the Free Core Nutation


• if the FCN frequency  is close to forcing frequency  the nutation amplitude can be 
resonantly amplified


• the amplification strength   and   are related to 

the interior structure of the planet  
⇒ moments of inertia of the planet ( ) and core (  ), planet ( ) and core dynamic shape (  ), core 

compliances due to tidal forcing ( ) and rotation rate variation ( )

ωFCN ω
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Liquid core signature and real data

Expected signature for assumed interior structure model
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• the measured doppler shift is 
about 20-30 mHz


• the signature of the liquid core is 2 
orders of magnitude smaller


• since its periods are well known 
and because of data 
accumulation it can be 
determined



RISE results

• >600 days of data are required to obtain robust estimates for the core 
amplification factor  and FCN period 


•  and 


•  in expected range but  somewhat lower than expected

F τFCN

F = 0.061 ± 0.0064 τFCN = − 242.25 ± 2.7 days

F τFCN
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Interpretation: core radius
• assume 3 mantle compositions (E45 

Sanloup 1999, YMD  Yoshizaky 2020, KSL Khan 2022)  
mantle temperature end-members, 
average crust structure in agreement 
with seismic data (Knapmeyer-Endrun 2021)


•  ( ~  ) is robust with respect to T and 
mantle composition


• inferred core range in excellent 
agreement with tidal measurements (e.g. 

Rivoldini et al. 2011) and seismic data (Stähler et al. 2021, 
Duràn et al 2022) 

⇒

F Af

rcmb = 1825 ± 55 km

Duràn 2022

Stähler 2021

1σ



• FCN frequency proportional to dynamic 

core shape   which is 

directly related to the density jump at the 
core mantle boundary


• RISE data implies an almost hydrostatic 
core shape


• but Mars' geometric and dynamic shape 

( ) are not hydrostatic
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Interpretation: FCN period
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• geometric and dynamic shape (deg 2) of Mars results from rotation, mass 
anomaly induced by the surface topography, and internal mass anomalies 
placed deep within the planet (Moho, bottom of the lithosphere, core-mantle 
boundary) (see also Zharkov 2009, Wieczorek 2019)


• internal loads are specified to match geometric and dynamic shape of Mars

Shape modelShape model

convecting liquid
Fe-S core

silicate mantle:
ol,wad,ring,opx,cpx,gt

crust

topographic

load

fluid

elastic

Mars Conceptual model

• shape and gravity field of planet and core result from surface topographic load, internal load at the 
crust-mantle interface, and planet rotation 


• model 
➞ assumes an elastic lithosphere overlying a fluid lower mantle and core  
➞ non-hydrostatic degree-2 load at the crust-mantle interface is calculated by requiring that the non-
hydrostatic gravity field coefficients are satisfied  
➞ effect of surface and internal loading on internal shape is calculated with the Love number 
formalism  



• a load is placed at the Moho, but the core 
radius of those models does not agree with  
(an equivalent approach is used to deduce the average crust thickness of Mars in 
Knapmeyer-Endrun 2021)


• a load is placed at the bottom of the 
lithosphere, but the lithosphere is >550km 
⇒ requires that the crust is highly enriched in heat producing 

elements compared to the mantle


• a load placed at shallower depth and at the 
core-mantle boundary 

F

Interpretation: FCN period
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Models agree with the FCN period if:



Interpretation: core composition
• candidate light elements that are siderophile at 

core forming conditions: O, S, C, H


• amounts of light elements are not independent 
and dependent on the bulk chemistry


• use core formation model to relate O to S and 
mantle composition and set C to its saturation


• O increases with S and mantle FeO


• C decreases with increasing S (C≲2wt%)


• models without H are only possible if the core 
radius is at the lower end of our estimate


• RISE compatible models require  >0.6wt% of 
H if S is in agreement with geochemical 
constraints
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Conclusions
• the measured nutation and the detection of the FCN normal mode confirm the liquid state of the 

core


• RISE data constrain the moment of inertia of the core, the density jump at the core mantle 
boundary, and the shape of the core


• the core radius is in excellent agreement with estimates obtained from tides and seismic data 


• RISE data and geochemical constraints require a core with 2.1±0.3wt% O, 14.5±1.5wt% S, and 
1.5±0.3wt% C if 1wt% H is assumed in the core 


• the measured FCN period requires an almost hydrostatic core shape, such a core shape can be 
explained by deep seated mass anomalies within the mantle that originate form thermal or 
chemical anomalies


• one supplemental Earth year of RISE data will decrease the uncertainties on  and  by 5%F τFCN


